
HOW TO LIE WITH STATISTICS SUMMARY

The book is a fantastic primer on how we're tricked, daily, by the sneaky use of statistics. It's a must-read for anyone to
more intelligently interpret news, media.

Then you can measure how long it takes to get better in each. And because of it's brevity, students could also
engage this text in independent study, in a research paper, in a book report, or a statistics project. In what way
the information was known? Asking People People tend to answer with what makes them look good. The fact
is that the income of a specific group cannot be known specifically. In normal distributions, the three will be
near each other, but in irregular distributions e. Nevertheless, the book is easy to read, easy to understand,
practical, and quite charming as far as schoolbooks go. Does it make sense? Chapter 6: The One dimensional
Picture In this chapter the focus is on the one dimensional picture as a kind or type of graph. But before we
can jump to the conclusion that dark, foggy conditions are safer than daylight, he points out that fog can still
be a dangerous road condition when we remember that the number of cars on the road is the more relevant
third cause pg. But if you make the chart start at 20, it will look like a huge change. Not always they will
answer instead with what they actually do. In this case if we do median then it will give us the exact value that
resides in the middle will appear. That is, statistics are used to serve a cause or agenda that someone believe
ins, rather than disprove that cause or agenda. It is like changing the direction of the study and present a
different kind of result. Companies can conceal their profit differentiating it in different particulars and not
mentioning those. The raw figures gave a clearer picture. EY, Therefore, CSR has indeed gained increased
attention in both the media and the business world and we are able to see how the importance and perceptions
of CSR changed over the years and ultimately the goal for CSR is to act as model that allows firms to create a
positive image to the society and avoid potential legal risks. And blamed democrats on it. For example if you
wanted to prove that a medication is very effective in curing a cold, you could assemble many small sample.
The teacher will have to create these problems though; the book doesn't provide them. Ask the question we
dealt with in an early chapter: Is the sample large enough to permit any reliable conclusion? This measure
cannot give us precise figure rather gives us a range with a probable error range. Pleasing the Interviewer
Whenever I ask a question about touchy subjects there might be an in-built bias in willing to please the
interviewer. Readers may have to translate a few of the outdated illustrations into modern terms, and there's a
tertiary objection to one of the references. Sometimes the statisticians or the policy designer are not that much
skilled to find or interpret the exact relationship between two phenomena and thus leads toward a poor policy.
The examples cited in this regards are convincing and really an eye opener. This book is not without its
drawbacks however. We will be taking a deeper look into the problem to find out what other possible
determinants may play a role in deciding how an officer makes an arrest or stop and continue to analyze what
is happening in those contexts. Statistics is a science as well as an art so it is often possible mold it ignoring its
scientific feature or it may lose its beauty if it is used too much scientifically. At the same time he admits that
it is not the statisticians who might always remain busy to produce such statistics rather a good or pure set of
findings may be found distorted in the market by the sales man. The idea it gives that the owner of these tests
takes these tests something to be exotic and safe in their hands. As it is obvious that we will be lured to infer
on the basis of that calculation, it is not necessary that every inference is meaningful according to the
examples cited in this book. So the correlation is not that much important. The bright and rich would have
likely earned more than non-college degree individuals even without a college degree. More accidents occur in
clear weather, because there is more clear weather than foggy weather. Though statistical data analysis cannot
be put in any chemical reaction to test its authenticity but still there is a unique way of doing so. Sometimes by
hiding the prevailing situation or pros and cons of an environment any result of any study can be diverted
according to the desire of the researcher. For example, an intelligence test does not measure many of the
qualities that we associate with real-world intelligence, such as leadership, creative imagination, diligence, and
emotional balance. Related Papers. Chapter 9: How to Statisticulate In this chapter the author has defined or
named this processes of statistics as Statisticulation rather calling it manipulation. Other chapters cover
misrepresentative samples chapter 3 ; misinterpreted margins of error chapter 4 ; distorted graphs chapter 5 ;
misleading illustrations chapter 6 ; semi-attached figures i. Many publications use correlation to imply
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causation. However, getting a truly representative sample is almost impossible for time, money, and other
practical reasons. Huff, however, has an excuse.


